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The House In The Cerulean
Sea
by TJ Klune
A magical island. A dangerous task.
A burning secret. Linus Baker leads
a quiet, solitary life. When Linus is
unexpectedly summoned by
Extremely Upper Management he's
given a curious and highly classified

assignment: travel to Marsyas Island Orphanage,
where six dangerous children reside.
Suggested by Bradford Women's+ Group and
BWG Diversity Group

Out North: An Archive of
Queer Activism and Kinship
in Canada
by Craig Jennex
The ArQuives, the
largest independent LGBTQ2+
archive in the world, is dedicated

to collecting, preserving, and celebrating the
stories and histories of LGBTQ2+ Canadians.
Suggested by Bradford Women's+ Group and
BWG Diversity Group

Tripping Arcadia
by Kit Mayquist
Working for one of Boston’s most
elite families, Lena, discovers they
are responsible for the ruin of her
own family, seeks revenge that leads
her to a world where she must
decide how much she is willing to
risk.

Kiss & Tell
by Adib Khorram
Boy band Kiss & Tell's first major
tour, lead singer Hunter Drake
grapples with a painful breakup
with his boyfriend and the stress of
what it means to be queer in the
public eye.

A History Of My Brief Body
by Billy-Ray Belcourt
This brilliant collection on grief,
colonial violence, joy, love, and
queerness touches upon his personal
history and demonstrates the power
of words to both console and
devastate us.
Suggested by Bradford Women's+

Group and BWG Diversity Group

Like a Boy But Not a Boy:
Navigating Life, Mental
Health, and Parenthood
Outside the Gender Binary
by Andrea Bennett
Explores author Andrea's
experiences with gender
expectations, being a non-binary

parent, and the sometimes funny and sometimes
difficult task of living in a body.
Suggested by Bradford Women's+ Group and
BWG Diversity Group

Young Mungo
by Douglas Stuart
In Glasgow, Mungo and James, who
should be enemies due to their
religious beliefs, fall in love,
dreaming of finding somewhere
they belong, while Mungo works
hard to hide his true self from all
those around him to protect them

both from the danger their relationship brings.

Don't Cry For Me
by Daniel Black
On his deathbed, a dying black man
writes a letter to his estranged, gay
son and shares with him the truth
that lives in his heart and tries to
create a place where the pair can
find peace.
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Kings, Queens, And In-
Betweens
by Tanya Boteju
After a bewildering encounter at
her small town's annual summer
festival, seventeen-year-old biracial,
queer Nima plunges into the world
of drag, where she has the chance to
explore questions of identity,

acceptance, self-expression, and love.
Suggested by Bradford Women's+ Group and
BWG Diversity Group

And They Lived . . .
by Steven Salvatore
Chase Arthur is a hopeless
romantic, but he's also struggling to
figure out his gender identity and
recover from an eating disorder.
When Chase starts his freshman
year of college, he has to navigate
being away from home and missing

his sister, finding his squad, and will have to learn
to love--and be enough for--himself, while
discovering what it means to truly live.

Chef's Kiss
by Jarrett Melendez
When Ben begins developing a
crush on Liam, one of the other
super dreamy chefs at the
restaurant, and ditching his old
college friends and his old writing
job plans, his career path starts to
become much less clear.

A Million Quiet Revolutions
by Robin Gow
A love story told in verse, Oliver
and Aaron, when Aaron moves
away, write each other letters,
inspired by two Revolutionary
soldiers, who they believe to be
trans men in love, and must each
take ownership of their own stories.

Acts Of Service
by Lillian Fishman
Eve meets Olivia, and--through
Olivia--her partner, Nathan, and
finds herself entangled in a
complicated three-way affair with
the couple.

Burning Sugar
by Cicely Belle Blain
A poetic exploration of Black
identity, history, and lived
experience influenced by the
constant search for liberation. A
series curated and edited by writer-
musician Vivek Shraya, featuring

work by Indigenous or Black writers, or writers of
colour.
Suggested by Bradford Women's+ Group and
BWG Diversity Group

The Many Half-Lived Lives
of Sam Sylvester
by Maya MacGregor
An autistic nonbinary eighteen-
year-old moves to a new town and
school with the support of their
loving father and friends in an
LGBTQ+ club, but they all must
come together to solve the decades-

old murder of a teenage boy and confront the
demons lurking in Sam's past.

How to Be Ace: A Memoir of
Growing Up Asexual
by Rebecca Burgess
We follow Rebecca as they navigate
a culture obsessed with sex - from
being bullied at school and trying to
fit in with friends, to forcing
themselves into relationships and

experiencing anxiety and OCD - before coming to
understand and embrace their asexual identity.

The Lesbiana's Guide to
Catholic School
by Sonora Reyes
Yamilet prefers not for being one of
the only Mexican kids at her new,
mostly white, very rich Catholic
school. But at least here no one
knows she's gay, and Yami intends
to keep it that way. But after being

outed by her crush before transferring to Slayton
Catholic, she has new priorities.
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